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A Textbook of Engineering Mathematics (For First Year ,Anna
University)
S.S. Rao presents the principles of reliability-based engineering and design in a
simple and straight-forward approach. He addresses the design of mechanical
components and systems; Monte Carlo simulation; reliability-based optimum
design; strength-based reliability and interface theory; reliability testing; timedependent reliability of components and systems; failure modes, event tree and
fault tree analysis; quality control and reliability; modeling of geometry; weakestlink and fail-safe systems; maintainability and availability; extremal distributions;
random variables and probability distributions; functions of random variables; and
basic probability theory. With 254 illustrations and an index.

Engineering Mechanics
The progressive combination of cloud computing and Internet of Things (IoT) will
enable new monitoring services, create powerful processing of sensory data
streams, and provide a new method for intelligent perception and connection.
Examining Cloud Computing Technologies Through the Internet of Things is a
pivotal reference source for scholarly research on the latest and innovative facets
of cloud-based Internet of Things systems including technical evaluations and
comparisons of existing concepts. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics
such as fog computing, network programming, and data security, this book is
geared towards advanced-level students, researchers, and professionals interested
in exploring and implementing the IoT and related technologies.
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Artificial Intelligence
This is a comprehensive textbook for B.E./B.Tech. students of Computer Science
and Engineering, Information Technology, BCA and MCA. The book discusses the
concepts, principles and applications of Operating Systems in an easy-tounderstand language. It also incorporates several experiments to be performed in
O.S. labs. Divided into four units, this book describes the history, evolution,
functions, types and characteristics of Operating Systems. It provides a detailed
account of memory management, virtual memory, processes, CPU scheduling and
process synchronization. Moreover, it covers deadlocks, device management and
secondary storage structure. Besides the book also explains information
management, assembly language programming and protection. The text is
supported by several practical examples and case studies.

An Integrated Approach to Software Engineering
For the students of B.E./B.Tech Computer Science Engineering and Information
Technology (CSE/IT)

Great Experiments in Physics
Object-oriented C++ Programming
This practical resource introduces electrical and electronic principles and
technology covering theory through detailed examples, enabling students to
develop a sound understanding of the knowledge required by technicians in fields
such as electrical engineering, electronics and telecommunications. No previous
background in engineering is assumed, making this an ideal text for vocational
courses at Levels 2 and 3, foundation degrees and introductory courses for
undergraduates.

Power Electronics and Its Applications
Market_Desc: · B. Tech (UG) students of CSE, IT, ECE· College Libraries· Research
Scholars· Operational Research· Management Sector Special Features: Dr. S. N.
Sivanandam has published 12 books· He has delivered around 150 special lectures
of different specialization in Summer/Winter school and also in various Engineering
colleges· He has guided and co guided 30 PhD research works and at present 9
PhD research scholars are working under him· The total number of technical
publications in International/National Journals/Conferences is around 700· He has
also received Certificate of Merit 2005-2006 for his paper from The Institution of
Engineers (India)· He has chaired 7 International Conferences and 30 National
Conferences. He is a member of various professional bodies like IE (India), ISTE,
CSI, ACS and SSI. He is a technical advisor for various reputed industries and
engineering institutions· His research areas include Modeling and Simulation,
Neural Networks, Fuzzy Systems and Genetic Algorithm, Pattern Recognition,
Multidimensional system analysis, Linear and Nonlinear control system, Signal and
Image processing, Control System, Power system, Numerical methods, Parallel
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Computing, Data Mining and Database Security About The Book: This book is
meant for a wide range of readers who wish to learn the basic concepts of soft
computing. It can also be helpful for programmers, researchers and management
experts who use soft computing techniques. The basic concepts of soft computing
are dealt in detail with the relevant information and knowledge available for
understanding the computing process. The various neural network concepts are
explained with examples, highlighting the difference between various
architectures. Fuzzy logic techniques have been clearly dealt with suitable
examples. Genetic algorithm operators and the various classifications have been
discussed in lucid manner, so that a beginner can understand the concepts with
minimal effort.

TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Utilisation of Electrical Power
Providing accessible coverage of the basics and practical aspects of total quality
management, this book is intended for students of management and engineering.
The text adopts a realistic approach to the teaching of the subject with the
principal focus on the philosophy of total quality management and its role in
today’s world of fierce business competition. Discusses the mechanism of quality
control, quality assurance and different types of quality control tools and their
usage. Features the Japanese management philosophy, quality awards and
standards. Presents the differences between total quality management and
business process re-engineering and approaches to integrate them. Describes the
various aspects of benchmarking, capability maturity model and customer
relationship management.

Design and Optimization of Biogas Energy Systems
1 Narcotic analgesics 2 Anti inflammatory agents 3 Autacoids 4 Drugs acting on
respiratory tract 5 Drugs acting on gastrointestinal tract Index

Examining Cloud Computing Technologies Through the Internet
of Things
The original accounts of twenty-four experiments that created modern physics,
retaining the original illustrations where possible.

Nanomaterial voumel 3
Special Features: · Simple language, point-wise descriptions in easy steps.· Chapter
organization in exact agreement with sequence of syllabus.· Simple line diagrams.·
Concepts supported by ample number of solved examples and illustrations.·
Pedagogy in tune with examination pattern of RGTU.· Large number of Practice
problems.· Model Question Papers About The Book: This book is designed to suit
the core engineering course on basic mechanical engineering offered to first year
students of all engineering colleges in Madhya Pradesh. This book meets the
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syllabus requirements of Basic Mechanical Engineering and has been written for
the first year students (all branches) of BE Degree course of RGPV Bhopal affiliated
Engineering Institutes. A number of illustrations have been used to explain and
clarify the subject matter. Numerous solved examples are presented to make
understanding the content of the book easy. Objective type questions have been
provided at the end of each chapter to help the students to quickly review the
concepts.

The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book of Tables, Formulæ,
Rules, and Data
Fundamentals of Electronic Devices and Circuits
This book covers elementary discrete mathematics for computer science and
engineering. It emphasizes mathematical definitions and proofs as well as
applicable methods. Topics include formal logic notation, proof methods; induction,
well-ordering; sets, relations; elementary graph theory; integer congruences;
asymptotic notation and growth of functions; permutations and combinations,
counting principles; discrete probability. Further selected topics may also be
covered, such as recursive definition and structural induction; state machines and
invariants; recurrences; generating functions.

Basic Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Mathematics - II: For RGPV
This book focuses on conceptual frameworks that are helpful in understanding the
basics of electronics – what the feedback system is, the principle of an oscillator,
the operational working of an amplifier, and other relevant topics. It also provides
an overview of the technologies supporting electronic systems, like OP-AMP,
transistor, filter, ICs, and diodes. It consists of seven chapters, written in an easy
and understandable language, and featuring relevant block diagrams, circuit
diagrams, valuable and interesting solved examples, and important test questions.
Further, the book includes up-to-date illustrations, exercises, and numerous
worked examples to illustrate the theory and to demonstrate their use in practical
designs.

Operating System – A Practical Approach
Ocean Energy Modeling and Simulation with Big Data
Main Features - All the required information for solving the machine design
problems presented in the form of tables, graphs, figures and formulae - Data
arranged in proper sequence and details presented in plain and simple manner

Mathematics for Computer Science
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Ocean Energy Modeling and Simulation with Big Data: Computational Intelligence
for System Optimization and Grid Integration offers the fundamental and practical
aspects of big data solutions applied to ocean and offshore energy systems. The
book explores techniques for assessment of tidal, wave and offshore wind energy
systems. It presents the use of data mining software to simulate systems and
Hadoop technology to evaluate control systems. The use of Map Reduce algorithms
in systems optimization is examined, along with the application of NoSQL in
systems management. Actual data collection through web-based applications and
social networks is discussed, along with practical applications of recommendations.
Introduces computational methods for processing and analyzing data to predict
ocean energy system production, assess their efficiency, and ensure their reliable
connection to power grids Covers data processing solutions like Hadoop, NoSQL,
Map Reduce and Lambda, discussing their applications in ocean energy for system
design and optimization Provides practical exercises that demonstrate the
concepts explored in each chapter

Web Data Mining and the Development of Knowledge-Based
Decision Support Systems
Reliability-based Design
Basic Computer Engineering Precise
This book is intended to serve as a textbook for Engineering and Management
courses. It seeks to develop an understanding of the concepts of management and
entrepreneurship. The chapters are well planned to cover basic functions of
management and entrepreneurship, small scale industry, institutional support and
project preparation. SALIENT FEATURES: * Comprehensive and easy to understand,
requires no previous knowledge of the subject. * Presented in a simple and
systematic manner. * Review questions for the benefit of students.

Basic Electrical And Electronics Engineering
Applied Statistics and Probability for Engineers
Design and Optimization of Biogas Energy Systems presents an overview on
planning, implementing, assessing and optimizing biogas systems, from fuel
conversion to power generation. The book introduces the fundamental elements of
bioenergy systems, highlighting the specificities of biogas systems. It discusses the
current state of their adoption at a global level and the challenges faced by
designers and operators. Methods for sizing, simulating and modeling are
discussed, including prefeasibility analysis, available production processes,
integration into hybrid energy systems, and the application of Big Data analysis
and game theory concepts. All chapters include real-life examples and exercises to
illustrate the topics being covered. The book goes beyond theory to offer practical
knowledge of methods to reach solutions to key challenges in the field. This is a
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valuable resource for researchers, practitioners and graduate students interested
in developing smart, reliable and sustainable biogas technologies. Provides an
applied approach to biogas systems, from technology fundamentals, to economic
and environmental assessment Explores control methods and reliability prediction
of each system component, including modeling and simulation with HOMER and
MATLAB Discusses the use of Big Data analysis, numerical methods, and Game
Theory for plant assessment

Electrical and Electronic Principles and Technology
Providing optimal care to patients is a primary concern in the healthcare field. By
utilizing the latest resources and research in biomedical applications, the needs
and expectations of patients can be successfully exceeded. Novel Approaches for
Drug Delivery is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research
on emerging developments within the pharmaceutical industry, examining the
current state and future directions of drug delivery systems. Highlighting
therapeutic applications, predictive toxicology, and risk assessment perspectives,
this book is ideally designed for medical practitioners, pharmacists, graduate-level
students, scientists, and researchers.

Advanced Machining Processes
D.C. CircuitsCircuits : Identifying the elements and the connected terminology,
Kirchhoff's laws - Statement and illustration, Method of solving circuits by
Kirchhoff's laws, Computation of resistance at constant temperature, Temperature
dependence of resistance, Computation of resistance at different temperatures,
Ohm's law - Statement, Illustration and limitation, Units - Work, Power and energy
(electrical, thermal and mechanical)A.C. FundamentalsGeneration of alternating
emf, Concept of 3-phase EMF generation, Root mean square or effective value,
Average value of A.C., Phasor representation of alternating quantities, Analysis of
A.C. circuit representation of alternating quantities in rectangular and polar forms,
Introduction of resistors, Conductors and capacitors, R-L series circuits, R-C series
circuits, R-L-C series circuits, Admittance and its components, Resonance in series
and parallel, Analysis of simple 3-phase system, Star-delta connections and
conversion.Magnetic Circuits and MachinesComparison between magnetic and
electric circuits, Electromagnetic induction, Magnetic effects of electric current,
Current carrying conductor in magnetic field, Law of electromagnetic induction,
Self inductance, Mutual inductance, coupling coefficient between two magnetically
coupled circuits.Transformer : Principle, construction, working, efficiency,
application.D.C. Generator : Principle, construction, working, application. D.C.
motor : Principle, construction, working, application.Three phase induction motor :
Principle, construction, working, application.Measuring InstrumentsClassification of
instruments, Basic principles of indicating instruments, Moving iron instruments Attraction and repulsion type, Moving coil instruments - Permanent magnet Dynamometer type, Induction type energy meter, Multimeters fundamentals of
analog and digital multimeter.TransducersCapacitive transducer, Inductive
transducers, Linear variable differential transformer (LVDT), Potentiometric
transducer, Electrical strain gauges, Thermistor, Thermocouple, Hall effect,
Piezoelectric transducer, Photoelectric transducer.Semiconductor DevicesPrinciple
of operation; Characteristic and application of PN junction diode, Zener diode,
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Bipolar junction, Field effect transistor, Thyristor, Opto-electronics devices,
Rectifiers.Integrated CircuitsLinear ICs, Digital ICs, Linear ICs : PIN diagram and its
description for IC741, IC555, IC78XX series (Regulator ICs), Digital ICs : 74XX series
ICs.Digital ElectronicsBinary number system, Octal and hexadecimal, Logic
Galleries, Introduction and truth tables, Flip flops and the truth tables; R-S, J-K, D
and T.

Novel Approaches for Drug Delivery
Population, exuberant growth of urbanization, decline of cultivable lands, growing
number of vehicle on the roads, deforestation, industrialization, changing pattern
of consumption and exploitation of natural recourses by human activities have all
threatened our basic survival on earth. In order to protect our globe from the
environmental degradation, it is necessary to know the various factors by all
human being. This book is written to provide a clear and authoritative introduction
to the subject of Energy, Environment, Ecology and Society. Salient Features
Presentation of the material in lucid manner Distinctive coverage on all Energy
Resources Presentation of suitable illustrations with clear diagrams Review
questions are given in each chapter

Energy, Environment, Ecology and Society
Praised by instructors for its concise, focused approach and user-friendly format,
the Illustrated Series engages both computer rookies and hot shots in mastering
Microsoft Access 2013 quickly and efficiently. Skills are accessible and easy-tofollow thanks to the Illustrated Series' hallmark 2-page layout, which allows
students to see an entire task in one view. New Learning Outcomes outline the
skills covered in each lesson, and larger full-color screens represent exactly what
students should see on their own computers. Each unit begins with a brief
overview of the principles of the lesson, and introduces a case study for further
application. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Tidal Energy Systems
Websites are a central part of today’s business world; however, with the vast
amount of information that constantly changes and the frequency of required
updates, this can come at a high cost to modern businesses. Web Data Mining and
the Development of Knowledge-Based Decision Support Systems is a key reference
source on decision support systems in view of end user accessibility and identifies
methods for extraction and analysis of useful information from web documents.
Featuring extensive coverage across a range of relevant perspectives and topics,
such as semantic web, machine learning, and expert systems, this book is ideally
designed for web developers, internet users, online application developers,
researchers, and faculty.

Microsoft Access 2013: Illustrated Brief
There are four volumes of this book (NANOMATERIAL VOLUME 1,2,3,4). these four
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volumes cover whole syllabus of M.Tech Nanotechnology , RGPV AND other
universities.The main aim of this series is to provide all material of PG STUDENTS
AT ONE PLACE

PRINCIPLES OF SOFT COMPUTING (With CD )
Medicinal Chemistry - III
Not only does almost everyone in the civilized world use a personal computer,
smartphone, and/or tablet on a daily basis to communicate with others and access
information, but virtually every other modern appliance, vehicle, or other device
has one or more computers embedded inside it. One cannot purchase a currentmodel automobile, for example, without several computers on board to do
everything from monitoring exhaust emissions, to operating the anti-lock brakes,
to telling the transmission when to shift, and so on. Appliances such as clothes
washers and dryers, microwave ovens, refrigerators, etc. are almost all digitally
controlled. Gaming consoles like Xbox, PlayStation, and Wii are powerful computer
systems with enhanced capabilities for user interaction. Computers are
everywhere, even when we don’t see them as such, and it is more important than
ever for students who will soon enter the workforce to understand how they work.
This book is completely updated and revised for a one-semester upper level
undergraduate course in Computer Architecture, and suitable for use in an
undergraduate CS, EE, or CE curriculum at the junior or senior level. Students
should have had a course(s) covering introductory topics in digital logic and
computer organization. While this is not a text for a programming course, the
reader should be familiar with computer programming concepts in at least one
language such as C, C++, or Java. Previous courses in operating systems,
assembly language, and/or systems programming would be helpful, but are not
essential.

Computer Architecture
Tidal Energy Systems: Design, Optimization and Control provides a comprehensive
overview of concepts, technologies, management and the control of tidal energy
systems and tidal power plants. It presents the fundamentals of tidal energy,
including the structure of tidal currents and turbulence. Technology, principles,
components, operation, and a performance assessment of each component are
also covered. Other sections consider pre-feasibility analysis methods, plant
operation, maintenance and power generation, reliability assessment in terms of
failure distribution, constant failure rate and the time dependent failure model.
Finally, the most recent research advances and future trends are reviewed. In
addition, applicable real-life examples and a case study of India’s tidal energy
scenario are included. The book provides ocean energy researchers, practitioners
and graduate students with all the information needed to design, deploy, manage
and operate tidal energy systems. Senior undergraduate students will also find this
to be a useful resource on the fundamentals of tidal energy systems and their
components. Presents the fundamentals of tidal energy, including system
components, pre-feasibility analysis, and plant management, operations and
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control Explores concepts of sustainability and a reliability analysis of tidal energy
systems, as well as their economic aspects and future trends Covers the
assessment of tidal energy systems by optimization technique and game theory

Machine Design Data Book
We can each radiate unconditional love. We don’t even need to create it – we are
love. But the flow of love is blocked in moments of hurt, blame, anger, criticism,
competition or insecurity. These emotions have dominated our emotional space,
and hardly enable us to feel our own love. So today, we rely on someone else to
love us. This book teaches us to think right, enable self-love, feel it and extend it to
other people. The central message here is that love is not ‘out there’, but within
us. A spectrum of emotions like attachment, expectations, hurt, worry, stress, fear
or anger, which we use in the pretext of love, are analysed. The conversations also
explore the fact that the parent-child relationship is not challenging – It does not
need to be. As you free yourself from judgments and expectations, as you start
thinking right for people, and as you accept people for who they are, you become a
Radiator of unconditional love. You are one decision away from vibrating at a
frequency of love … by not needing love or giving love – but just by being love.

Management and Entrepreneurship
Basics of Remote Sensing and GIS
Being Love
Engineering Mathematics II: For RGPV is designed as per the specific requirements
of the third-semester paper offered in the BE/B. Tech syllabus of Rajiv Gandhi
Proudyogiki Vishwavidyalaya (RGPV). Through a balanced mix of theory and solved
problems, this book focuses on problem-solving techniques and engineering
applications to ensure that students learn the mathematical skills needed for
engineers.

Basic Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics (RGPV,
Bhopal)
Introduction to Database Management Systems:
Introduction to Database Management Systems is designed specifically for a single
semester, namely, the first course on Database Systems. The book covers all the
essential aspects of database systems, and also covers the areas of RDBMS. The
book in

Process Planning and Cost Estimation
It is clear that the development of large software systems is an extremely complex
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activity, which is full of various opportunities to introduce errors. Software
engineering is the discipline that provides methods to handle this complexity and
enables us to produce reliable software systems with maximum productivity. An
Integrated Approach to Software Engineering is different from other approaches
because the various topics are not covered in isolation. A running case study is
employed throughout the book, illustrating the different activity of software
development on a single project. This work is important and instructive because it
not only teaches the principles of software engineering, but also applies them to a
software development project such that all aspects of development can be clearly
seen on a project.
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